Childhood obesity is an epidemic that has become a public health problem in the world, directly associated with the cardiometabolic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, dislipidaemias and cardiovascular diseases. To determine this relation, anthropometric indicators are used (body mass index, waist circumference and waist-hip ratio). Recently, neck circumference (NC) has been described as a simple measure that allows the early identification of overweight and obesity. 1 The body mass index is the most used parameter for determining overweight and obesity in children. However, it does not provide accurate information concerning the distribution of body fat, mainly central adiposity, making it difficult to evaluate endocrine and metabolic complications. 2 Besides, the waist circumference has some limitations, such as the influence of the postprandial abdominal distension and breath movements; thus NC could be useful for providing more reliable results and indicate the subcutaneous fat accumulation of the upper body.
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Some studies suggest that waist-hip ratio is a useful parameter for predicting cardiovascular diseases. However, it is difficult to perform and less reliable, compared with waist circumference. As shown by Cann et al. 3 non-obese and obese people can have the same waist-hip ratio, making this measurement inappropriate for evaluating obesity or weight loss. 3 It was demostrated that NC is a potentially useful initial screening tool for overweight/obesity, considering NC ⩾ 35.5 cm in men and NC ⩾ 32 cm in women as the cutoff point. Also, NC could be an additional marker for metabolic syndrome and high blood pressure, but future studies are needed to validate it.
One study found a high prevalence (24.3%) of NC among 1102 patients that positively correlated with age, body mass index and waist circumference. Children with high NC were more likely to snore loudly and have a history of bronchial asthma, hypertension and type 2 diabetes. 4 On the other hand, Kim et al. 5 concluded that NC, although highly practical, cannot be used as an alternative method, apart from body mass index. According to the authors, there is a lack of scientific evidence to support its use in the clinical practice. 5 With these evidence, should NC be used as an useful and unique screening tool for obesity/overweight evaluation? It is clear that more studies are necessary for strengthening the use of this method in clinical practice as it is simple, fast and can be carried out anywhere.
